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Abstract- In this study, Dijkstra algorithm and self cloning
ant colony approach are explained. Dijkstra is a well known
algorithm to find the shortest path. Self cloning ant colony
approach is a new method to find the optimal path between the
pair of the nodes in an unknown net topology. Both methods are
applied on the same network and the results and differences are
shown.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, telecommunication and network systems
are more complex and they are dealing with more network
problems. Some of the important network problems are
routing and finding the optimal path. Many studies have been
carried out for taking routing decision and several routing
algorithms have been developed. The goal of every routing
algorithm is to direct traffic from sources to destinations
maximizing network performance while minimizing costs [1].
Routing algorithms, RIP (Routing Information Protocol) and
OSPF (Open Shortest Path First), both methods choose the
path with minimum cost (generally the shortest path) between
pair of nodes [2]. The cost of the link between two nodes
depends on the distance of the nodes and transmission delay.
In these algorithms, the net topology must be known to find
the optimal path.

The other approach used to find the optimal path is Self
Cloning Ant Colony Approach [3] [4]. This algorithm is
based on intelligent agent. It has been developed to find and
search the optimal route.

In this approach, a synthetic ant type that is known Self
Cloning Ant is used. This ant assesses the situation at every
node it arrived and then they multiply through cloning or
destroy themselves. It does not need to know the entire
network or any distances between the pair of the nodes.

In this study, self cloning ant colony approach and Dijkstra
Algorithm are explained and applied on the same network.

The results are shown at conclusion section.

Dijkstra algorithm [5] is an often cited and well-known
algorithm to solve the single-source shortest paths for a given
graph G (V, E) with nonnegative edge weights [6]. This
algorithm finds the optimal path between any two nodes. It
searches for the minimum-cost path among all paths in order,
beginning from the starting point, the search region expands
concentrically. This method thus has the disadvantages of
poor search efficiency and a long search time when the
distance to destination is large [7].

In Dijkstra algorithm, the vertices of the graph represent
nodes and edge weights represent distances between pairs of
the nodes connected by a link. Dijkstra algorithm can be used
to find the shortest path between two nodes. Algorithm
consists of a weighted directed graph G and a source vertex s
in G. Basics algorithm is described below [8].

- Each machine is known as a node.
- Each node has a

1. Cost value.
2. A pointer to the node that is before it in the

path being taken.
3. A state [permanent or tentative].

- Initially each node if given a state of tentative, a
pointer to null and, a cost value of infinity.

- The source node is marked as permanent and its
cost value as 0 and pointer still to null.

- The source node then calculates the cost values to
the nodes that it can reach and assigns the cost
values of these nodes to the values calculated, the
pointer of these nodes now points to the source
node.

- After this is done the tentative node with the
lowest no-infinity cost value (regardless of what
it's pointer points to) is marked permanent and the
whole process is performed again with this newly
marked-permanent node.

- When the goal is reached, the total cost of the path
is the cost value in the cost value field in the node.

II. DIJKSTRA ALGORITHM
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- To find the route taken to achieve this shortest
path simply work back from the pointers in the
nodes starting with the goal node.

III. SELF CLONING ANT COLONY APPROACH

In nature, there are some insects that can be called as ants.
The ants move on the ground. They try to find the shortest
path between a food source and their nest. The ants don't
know their transportation network in nature. They move their
paths randomly. When they search a food source, they leave
from their nest and they follow a path at random. The ants
communicate with each other by using pheromone that is a
chemical substance. The ants use the pheromone to mark the
paths that are taken by the ants. The more number of ants
traces a given path, the more attractive this path (trail)
becomes and is followed by other ants by depositing their
own pheromone. This auto catalytic and collective behavior
results in the establishment of the shortest route [9].

In self cloning ant colony approach, a synthetic ant is used.
This ant type is called as Self Cloning Ant [3] [4]. This
approach is focusing on the search and routing algorithms. It
finds the optimal path between the pair of nodes that are in an
unknown net topology. So we can say that this net topology
and real ant's net topology in nature is same. Both net
topologies are not known. The network used in this approach
has nodes and links that connect the pair of nodes. Every node
must establish at least one connection with another node.

In self cloning ant colony approach, there are three data
structures. These are the neighborhood list, the path list and
the pheromone status flag.

Every node has the neighborhood list. This list stores the
neighboring nodes and their connection ports. This
information is used to find how many ants will be cloned.
Figure 1 show the simple net's nodes, their ports and table I
show the neighborhood list.

Fig. 1. Nodes and their ports.

Second data structure is the path list. Every self cloning ant
has a path list. This list stores the nodes' names that are being
visited by a self cloning ant.

The last data structure is the pheromone status flag (PSF).
Each node has this flag to describe that this node has already
been visited by any self cloning ant which is a similar task
just like real ants leaving pheromone behind [3] [4]. If PSF is
set, we understand that this node has been visited by any ant.

A. The Steps ofthe Approach
To find the optimal path between the pair of nodes self

cloning ant is used. At the source node, a self cloning ant is
created and the source node's name is added to the ant's path
list. The ant looks the node's neighborhood list and clones
itself for each link that the node's neighborhood list stores.
Every cloning ant moves on separate links. On visiting the
node, the ant checks the pheromone status flag (PSF). If flag's
status is as "visited", it is apparent that the path taken by an
ant is not the shortest one. So the ant will only cause
unnecessary traffic; therefore the most appropriate solution
for the ant is to destroy itself. If flag's status is not as "visited",
the ant reads the node's name and adds the name of the node
arrived to the path list. After that, it checks the node's name
according to destination node's name. If the match is true, the
ant changes PSF's status as "visited" and it returns to the
source node by using its path list. If the match is false, the ant
changes PSF's status as "visited" and it clones itself as many
as the number of connections that the node's neighborhood list
stores. Every cloning ant moves on separate links.
The steps of the approach are described below as an

algorithm [3] [4].
1. Read the pheromone status flag (PSF) of the node

arrived.
2. IfPSF equal to" visited" then go to 11.
3. Read the node's name.
4. Add the name of the node arrived to the path list.
5. Add the distance between the previous node and the

node arrived to the path list.
6. If node's name equal to destination node's name then

change flag's status as "visited" and return to source
node.

7. Read the node's neighbors list except coming port.
8. Produce clones as many as the number of

connections to dedicate a port for each clone.
9. Access to the dedicated port to go to a new node.
10. Go to step 1.
11. End.

2 1i2

TABLE I
NEIGHBORHOOD LIST (1 MEANS EXISTENCE OF CONNECTION

BETWEEN THESE TWO NODES, 0 MEANS NO EXISTENCE BETWEEN THESE
TWO NODES)

NI N2 N3 N4 N5

NI 0 1 1 1 0
N2 1 0 1 0 1
N3 1 1 0 1

N4 1 0 1 0 1

N5 0 1 1 1 0

1 1 3

4 34

Fig. 2. Nodes and distances information.
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In figure 2, nodes and distances information are shown and
in figure 3, at the starting of the process, node 1 creates a self
cloning ant. This ant adds the source node's name to its path
list. After that it looks the neighborhood list and it clones
itself as many as the number of the connections that the node's
neighborhood list stores. Every ant moves on separate links.

After 2 units time in figure 4, the ant that uses (1-2) path,
arrives at the node 2. This ant checks the Pheromone Status
Flag (PSF). After that, the ant clones itself and they move on
(1-3) and (1-4) paths continue to travel.

After 3 units time in figure 5, the ant that uses (2-3) path,
arrives at the node 3. Ant applies the same steps as explained
above.

After 4 units time in figure 6, the ant that travels (1-3) and
(1 -4) paths arrives at the node 3 and node 4. At node 3, ant
checks the node's flag after that it sees the node's flag as
"visited" and ant destroys itself. At node 4, ant checks the PSF.
It adds the name of the node 4 and it clones itself and they
move on separate links

After 5 units time in figure 7 the ant that travels (3-5) path
arrives at the node5 that is destination node The ant changes
flag's status as "visited" and it adds the name of the node. It
sees that it is destination node and then it returns to the source
node The other self cloning ants destroy themselves in a
period of time. As a result only one self cloning ant arrives at
the destination node and this ant has the optimal path from
source node to destination node.

IV. APPLICATION

We implemented self cloning ant colony approach and
Dijkstra algorithm in OMNET++ version 3 1 [10]
OMNET++ is an object-oriented modular discrete event
simulation system. We used a sample net instance. In this net,
there are 8 nodes and 15 bi-directional links. The topology
and the propagation delays are shown in figure 8.

5

Fig 6 The steps of the approach (4 units time)
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Fig. 7. The steps of the approach (5 units tirne)

In this application node 1 is selected as source node and
node 8 is selected as destination node. Two different
applications have been implemented. Self cloning ant colony
approach and Dijkstra algorithm have been implemented.
At the start of the first application, a self cloning ant has

been created and the source node's name and the destination
node's name were inserted in this ant's path list. After that the
self cloning ant applied the steps as explained at section III.

1

Fig. 3 The steps of the approach (0 unit time)
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Fig 4 The steps of the approach (2 units time)
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Fig 5 The steps of the approach (3 units time)
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At the second application, Dijkstra algorithm has been
implemented. In this algorithm, nodes and the distances
information between the pair of the nodes must be known
before. These parameters have been inserted into the Dijkstra
application program. After that it has been applied.

TABLE II

ROUTING TABLE FORNODE 1

The end of the applications, both applications have found
the optimal path. The self cloning ant colony approach and
Dijkstra algorithm have had the same optimal path for every

node. In table II, the optimal path for node 8 was 1 - 4 - 3 - 6 -

8 and time is 7 ms, other rows show the optimal path for
every pair of the nodes.

TABLE III
CLONED AND DIED ANTS FOR EVERY DISCRETE TIME (NODEI)

Cloned Ant Died Ant Total Ant

O.ms 3 0 3

2.ms 0 4

3.ms 5 0 9

4.ms 2 1 10

5.ms 4 0 14

6.ms 0 4 10

7.ms 0 7 3

8.ms 0 2 1

9.ms 0 1 0

In table III, it shows the cloning ant and died ant number
for every discrete time. Total ant number is the number of the
ant at every millisecond. Figure 9 shows the total ant number
at every millisecond. At fifth millisecond, total number of
ants is 14. In a period of time the ants die and at ninth
millisecond there isn't any ant.
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Fig. 9. Total Ant Number in Every Milliseconds

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, self cloning ant colony approach, ant's
behaviors and Dijkstra algorithm has been explained. We
have showed that both algorithms could be used to find the
optimal path between the source and destination nodes. Both
algorithms can find the same optimal path.

If the net topology changes dynamically or some nodes fail,
Dijkstra can't find the optimal path. Because some links can

fail or distances can change so Dijkstra algorithm can't find
the real optimal path in a changed situation but self cloning
ant colony approach doesn't need to know this information.
Although the net topology changes, it always finds the real
optimal path.

In self cloning ant colony approach, 14 ants have been
cloned and 14 ants have scanned the entire net in a period of
time and within a period of time they have destroyed
themselves. In figure 5, we can see that there isn't any ant at
ninth millisecond.

If the net topology information always changes or if the net
is always moving (e.g. ad-hoc network), Dijkstra algorithm
isn't used because it needs to know the unchanged distance
information. Self cloning ant colony approach can be used in
this situation. It doesn't need to know the distance information.
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